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Welcome to Global Refugee Studies’ newsletter.


In this newsletter, we share new articles, publications and GRS’ presence in the media on 
current issues within our multi-disciplinary research capacities. We have also started this 
newsletter to keep in touch and share events held at GRS’, staff-related news and other 
relevant developments within Global Refugee Studies. 


In this issue you can, among other things, read about our upcoming postcolonial event, 
that adresses the European and other Western governments response to the occurrence 
of displacement with a focus on more restrictive immigration and border policies, 
interspersed with humanitarian appeals to aid in regions of origin and limited relocation 
and resettlement of refugees.


We hope you enjoy the reading!


Sincerely,

The staff at GRS


E V E N T S


 

 
11.12.2019 
WORKSHOP AND  CALL FOR PAPERS: POSTCOLONIALITY AND FORCED 
MIGRATION: DISPLACEMENT, PROTECTION AND CONTROL  
This workshop is premised on the need to engage with recent political developments from 
an interdisciplinary, postcolonial perspective. The aim is to bring together scholarship on 



borders, forced migration, political theory, with critical research on humanitarianism, 
colonialism and slavery. Thus, the workshop seeks to establish interdisciplinary dialogues 
with the aim of rehistoricizing and repoliticizing the study of displacement politics by 
questioning parallel logics, social hierarchies, geopolitics, policy transfers and temporal 
arcs between between past and present. The event is hosted by Global Refugee Studies, 
and organised by Martin Lemberg-Pedersen. Read more here


N E W S 



05.09.19

NEW STAFF AT GLOBAL REFUGEE STUDIES: INTERN OLIVER HALPERN AND 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT JOHANNE RÜBNER HANSEN WILL BE AIDING ASSISTANT 
PROFESSOR MARTIN LEMBERG-PEDERSEN

Johanne will be working as research assistant to Martin Lemberg-Pedersen as part of his 
particpation in the Horizon2020-project Advancing Alternative Migration Governance 
(ADMIGOV). Oliver will be interning as research assistant for Lemberg-Pedersen as part of 
his AAU Talentprogramme for Younger Researchers (Marketization of 
Displacement). Read more here: 




28.08.19

NEW STAFF AT GLOBAL REFUGEE STUDIES: ARIADNI ZORMPA AND SOPHIA 
DÖRFFER HVALKOF WILL BE JOINING THE GRS RESEARCH TEAM THIS COMING 
SEMESTER AS AN INTERN AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT

This fall semester, Ariadni Zormpa will be interning at Global Refugee Studies. She will be 
doing research in relation to the ongoing research projects at GRS. Sophia Hvalkof will be 
assisting associate professor Marlene Spanger as her research assistant. Read 
more here: 


https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/events/event/call-for-papers--postcoloniality-and-forced-migration--displacement--protection-and-control.cid421314
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/news/news+show/new-staff-at-global-refugee-studies--intern-oliver-halpern-and-research-assistant-johanne-r-bner-hansen-will-be-aiding-assistant-professor-martin-lemberg-pedersen-.cid419893
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/news/news+show/new-staff-at-global-refugee-studies--ariadni-zormpa-and-sophia-d-rffer-hvalkof-will-be-joining-the-grs-research-team-this-coming-semester-as-an-intern-and-research-assistant.cid418977




28.08.19

GLOBAL REFUGEE STUDIES AND AAU MATCH WILL BE HOSTING A PROJECT 
EVENT (PROJEKTBØRS) FOR STUDENTS AT GRS ON SEPTEMBER 25TH 2019

The conference sets the ground for a collaboration between companies and GRS 
students and aims to connect student projects with external partner organizations. Read 
more about the event here: 




19.08.19 
MARLENE SPANGER AND MAY-LEN SKILBREI’S ANTHOLOGY ”PROSTITUTION 
RESEARCH IN CONTEXT: METHODOLOGY, REPRESENTATION AND POWER” IS 
NOW ACCESSIBLE IN A PAPERBACK VERSION PUBLISHED BY ROUTLEDGE – 
TAYLOR AND FRANCIS GROUP

In 2017, Marlene Spanger and May-Len Skilbrei published an interdisciplinary 
methodology book evolving around questions of how we research sex for sale and the 
implication of the choices we make with regards to epistemology and ethics. Read more 
about the book here 




02.08.19

ANJA KUBLITZ HAS PUBLISHED A CHAPTER IN THE ANTHOLOGY “RUPTURES: 
ANTHROPOLOGIES OF DISCONTINUITY IN TIMES OF TURMOIL” ON THE 
BECOMING OF DANISH JIHADISTS

Based on a 13-yearlong on-and-off anthropological fieldwork among immigrant families in 
Danish housing projects, Kublitz explores why young Muslims join Islamic militant 
organizations in the Middle East. She does so by examining recursive ruptures in the past 
which “do not allow the past to remain past, but makes it reappear repeating and 
intensifying the present”. Read more here


https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/news/news+show/global-refugee-studies-and-aau-match-will-be-hosting-a-project-event--projektboers--for-students-at-grs-on-september-25th-2019.cid418951
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/news/news+show/marlene-spanger-and-may-len-skilbrei-s-anthology--prostitution-research-in-context--methodology--representation-and-power--is-now-accessible-in-a-paperback-version-published-by-routledge---taylor-and-francis-group-.cid417953
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/news/news+show/anja-kublitz-has-published-a-chapter-in-the-anthology--ruptures--anthropologies-of-discontinuity-in-times-of-turmoil--on-the-becoming-of-danish-jihadists.cid416124


G R S   in  the  Media   
 


 
>> 18.09.19 The numbers of migrants and refugees arriving in Spain from Morocco are 
declining – this is happening alongside an increased European spending on Moroccan 
surveillance, control and detention. Martin Lemberg-Pedersen has been interviewed by 
radio 24syv on the topic - listen to the interview here


 
>> 18.09.2019 The election in Israel took place yesterday, and the result has not yet been 
published. Danny Raymond, expert in the Middle East and Israeli-Palestinian relations at 
GRS, has been interviewed by P1 and Reuters on the election process and its predicted 
outcome. Listen to the interview here 




>> 11.09.19 Danny Raymond has been interviewed on the escalation of the conflict 
between Israel and Hezbollah by the Danish Broadcasting Cooperation (P1). Listen to the 
interview here: 





https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/19-september-2019-.cid421572
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/18-september-2019-.cid421454
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/11-september-2019-.cid420674


>> 20.08.19 Berlingske has interviewed Martin Lemberg-Pedersen on the involuntary 
deportation of Syrian refugees from Turkey. Read the interview here




>> 19.08.19 Martin Lemberg-Pedrsen has been interviewed by the Dutch magazine NRC 
Handelsblad on the interaction between private actors and EU institutions regarding 
militarization and externalization of border control. Read the entire article here (in English 
translation or Dutch original)




>> 07.08.19 Danwatch has interviewed Martin Lemberg-Pedersen in their article series 
about the European Union’s border externalization to Libya. Read the short English 
summary or the full Danish articles here




>> 06.08.19 New research reveals that Israel has been hiding important, historical 
documents for years in order to promote a more acceptable narrative of the time where 
the state of Israel was declared and established in 1948. Danny Raymon was interviewed 
by P1 on the topic. Listen to the interview (in Danish) or read the summary (in 
English) here


Want to know more?


Follow GRS on Facebook or visit our website here


https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/20-august-2019-.cid418068
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/19-august-2019-.cid417942
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/7-august-2019-.cid416838
https://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/6-august-2019-.cid416836
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalRefugeeStudies/
http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs

